
ÜÜ11.. WWOORRDDSS AANNDD EEXXPPRREESSSSIIOONNSS
ØTranslate the following words and expressions.

w1. an attitude to sth. w6. to keep a ring
w2. to get shivved w7. in the first place
w3. arts and crafts w8. to get out of jail
w4. bigamy charges w9. to make sure
w5. a copy of a divorce settlement w10. to let out of jail

ÜÜ22.. VVOOCCAABBUULLAARRYY
ØUse the following verbs in the phrases below. There is one extra verb that you do not need
to use.

drop make get set do have execute
1. to __________ shivved in a jail 4. to __________ a new divorce settlement
2. to __________ good news 5. to __________ sure
3. to __________ bigamy charges 6. to __________ it right

9933.. LLIISSTTEENNIINNGG
ØListen to and underline the words that you hear. Translate the phrases.

w1. You know, an aptitude/attitude/altitude like that could get
you shivved/jagged/shanked in a place like this.

w2. Because if so, tarts/parts/arts and darts/crafts/farts starts
in 10 minutes, and I'd sure/better/rather not be late.

w3. I don't guess/think/believe so.
w4. I never liked that deal/agreement/settlement in the first

place.
w5. Seriously/Really/Truthfully?

9944.. IINNFFIINNIITTIIVVEESS
ØComplete the following phrases with the correct forms of the infinitives.
divorce;   make;    criticize;   need;    represent;   drop;   execute

1. Have you come here _______ me?
2. The judge has agreed _______ the bigamy charges and let you and dad out of here.
3. We just need _______ a new copy of the divorce settlement.
4. No, look, I have a second chance _______ your father, and I want _______ sure I do it right.
5. Of course, I'm gonna continue _______ you _______ me.

9955.. WWAATTCCHHIINNGG
ØWatch this episode and indicate whether the following statements are True or False.

_____1. Kim’s mother likes Kim’s lipstick.
_____2. Kim’s parents will stay incarcerated before a new trial.
_____3. Kim’s mother wants to draw up a new divorce settlement.


